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RESEARCH CENTRE OF EUROPEAN ETHNOLOGY

The Research Centre of European Ethnology works as an institution that carries out
ethnological research into the Hungarian national minority community in Slovakia. Its
primary tasks are conducting scientific research into the Hungarian traditional culture
in Slovakia, as well as the documentation and publication of results.

Besides the traditional fields of ethnological research its main activities include the
examination of inter-ethnic relations, research of ethnic changes with special empha-
sis on historical relations (esp. settlement history). By adapting the latest theoretical
and methodological results of ethnology the Centre functions as a modern workshop
and is also involved in cross-border research programs.

Research of interethnic relations – over the past centuries, Hungarians, living on
the southern frontiers of Slovakia, have constantly been living in the neighbourhood of
other ethnicities, primarily Slovaks, Germans, Croatians, Rusyns, Jews and Roma.
Therefore, Hungarian traditional culture cannot be properly understood without ex-
amining its various inter-ethnic relations. Research is carried out on this mutual influ-
ence from the historical, as well as present-day perspective.

Research of sacred ethnology – mementoes of the folk religion and private devotion
(including crucifixes, statues of the saints, small chapels, poles with the saint’s picture
or statue inside and the various gravestone symbols) are the most endangered pieces
of folk relics. They are of great importance not only in the sense of religious and cul-
tural history but also regarding ethno graphy and art history. The Sacred Memento
Archive is unique and constantly growing database which collections include the sa-
cred mementoes of the given area in their historical existence and variations.

Changes in the traditional culture of the Hungarians of Slovakia – At the times be-
fore of the total break-up of the traditional culture the former Upper-Hungarian regions
were ceded to Czechoslovakia. Research has been carried out examining the effects the
different political and social changes had on the traditional culture in this area (in-
cluding border changes and the times of the communist regime and the changeover),
which have already brought edifying results. The long-term aims of the Centre also in-
clude the compilation of a resume reenacting the folk culture of the Hungarians living
on the territories of today’s Slovakia in the first decades of the twentieth century and
also introducing the impacts and changes than have had an effect on the Hungarian tra-
ditional culture since then.
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The collections of the Centre:
• Reference Library
• Ethno-cultural Historical Photo Collection
• Ethnological archive
• Sound and Video Archives
• Sacred Small Memento Archives
• Cemetery documentation
• National Symbols’ Documentation

Contact : Research centre of European Ethnology
Hradná 2
P.O. Box 154
945 01 Komárno 1
Slovakia
Tel.: +421 35 7732 854
E-mail: etno@foruminst.sk; liszkajozsef@azet.sk
Web: http://foruminst.sk/sk/struktura/etnologicke-centrum/

ÚĽUV – THE CENTRE FOR FOLK ART PRODUCTION

The Centre for Folk Art Production (Ústredie ľudovej umeleckej výroby, ÚĽUV) was
established on the basis of Decree of President no. 110/1945 issued in 1945. ÚĽUV is
a contributory organization of the Ministry of Culture, established by the Act no. 4/58
Coll. from 1958.

ÚĽUV’s main purpose is to preserve, document and promote the knowledge, skills,
processes and aesthetic patterns (arising from the use of natural materials) of tradi-
tional folk art productions and thus preserving them for future generations.

ÚĽUV is responsible for the:
• documentation of traditional crafts and folk production,
• assistance to the creation of new productions for craftsmen,
• technical consultations to craftsmen and general public,
• maintenance of collections and fund documentation,
• publication of professional titles and journals about crafting,
• organization of exhibitions, festivals and presentations of folk art crafts,
• organization of crafting classes for the general public,
• library and information services,
• information about all associated processes of traditional folk art production to the

public.

Exhibitions are held in specialized showrooms, with the aim of presenting contem-
porary folk art pieces and design inspired by tradition and folk crafts. The Festival of
traditional crafts and folk productions, Dni majstrov ÚĽUV (Craftsmen Days) has been
organised on regular basis in Bratislava since 1990. ÚĽUV’s publishing activities in-
clude series for children, craftsmen profile series, publications on various branches of
folk craft – how to acquire the basic of bobbin lace making, making cornhusk dolls,
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